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Sacrifice Sourcebooks, Inc.
Journalist Seneca Hunt and her fiancé are at the opening of
Montezuma's tomb when the dig team finds the Aztec emperor's
remains are missing. Within moments, everyone present is killed —
except Seneca. To find out who was behind the carnage, Seneca
teams up with a bestselling novelist. Their chilling discovery —
someone is stealing burial remains of the most infamous mass
murderers in history — takes them back to the death of Jesus Christ.
Swan Song SIAM

In a nightmarish, post-holocaust world, an ancient evil
roams a devastated America, gathering the forces of
human greed and madness, searching for a child named
Swan who possesses the gift of life.
Extinction Macmillan
To save humanity, they must give up their own. Adam's muscular
dystrophy has stolen his mobility, his friends, and in a few short
years, it will take his life. Virtual reality games are Adam's only escape
from his wheelchair. In his alternate world, he can defeat anyone.
Running, jumping, scoring touchdowns: Adam is always the hero.
Then an artificial intelligence program, Sigma, hacks into Adam's
game. Created by Adam's computer-genius father, Sigma has gone
rogue, threatening Adam's life-and world domination. Their one
chance to stop Sigma is using technology Adam's dad developed to
digitally preserve the mind of his dying son. Along with a select
group of other terminally ill teens, Adam becomes one of the Six
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who have forfeited their bodies to inhabit weaponized robots. But
with time running short, the Six must learn to manipulate their new
mechanical forms and work together to train for epic combat...before
Sigma destroys humanity.
How to Change Your Mind Simon and Schuster
Proven ways to create a more loving family Research proves that happy
families are good for health, longevity, peace of mind, productivity, and
success. In The Secrets of Happy Families, Scott Haltzman offers an original
approach to building family contentment that works for families of all
ethnicities and make-ups–two-parent, single-parent, blended, childless, or
same-sex couple. He provides a "positive psychology" way of solving family
problems through strategy and leadership, including knowing and accepting
who you are, taking a leadership role in loving and united relationships,
building a network of support in extended families and communities, and
making quality time for fun, adventures, holidays, and rituals.
The End of Books--or Books Without End? Sourcebooks, Inc.
With all the ongoing interactions, personal complexities and camaraderie
that characterize the Drake series, The Last Bazaar introduces a diabolical
plot where wealthy terrorists plan and pay for new styles of devastation,
where government agencies pursue secret agendas, and where the team race
against the clock to shut it all down. Amidst nuclear threat, conspiracy, local
predators and intense action, Matt Drake and his team fight to maintain and
protect the world's future in a hostile environment ... from within the planet's
worst gathering of madmen.
Ascension iUniverse
When a chance encounter with a beautiful woman named Ariel
plunges him into the middle of a secret war among the Furies,
humans with a rare genetic mutation, John Rogers must stop a
conflict in which the grand prize is a chance to remake the human
race. 30,000 first printing.
The Phoenix Apostles Random House

Ten short stories interspersed with brief personal memories of the author's life.
Shadow Conflict National Academies Press
Scientists thought that Earth was safe from invasion. The distance
between stars is so great that it seemed impossible for even the
most advanced civilizations to send a large spaceship from one
star system to another. But now an alien species—from a planet
hundreds of light-years from Earth—has found a way. A small
spherical probe lands in an empty corner of New York City. It
soon drills into the ground underneath, drawing electricity from
the power lines to jump-start its automated expansion and prepare
for alien colonization. When the government proves slow to react,
NASA scientist Dr. Sarah Pooley realizes she must lead the effort
to stop the probe before it becomes too powerful. Meanwhile, the
first people who encounter the alien device are discovering just
how insidious this interstellar intruder can be. In The Orion Plan,
Mark Alpert presents a fascinating story of first contact with an
alien intelligence far beyond what we can imagine.
Approximation Theory and Approximation Practice, Extended Edition
Macmillan
Nothing is as it seems... When Adam joined the Pioneer program, he
became one of six teens to forfeit their bodies for a new, digital
existence. Together, the Six were unstoppable, protecting the world
from artificial-intelligence systems that threatened the human race. But
they were more than a team—they were family. Until now. Adam has
a complex power within his circuitry that defies the very laws of
physics. He wasn't programmed to have this power, and he can barely
control it or its consequences. Adam's never felt more alone. Amber,
the newest Pioneer, knows what it is like to be an outsider. She gets him
in a way the others don't. Except Amber's software has been corrupted,
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and until Adam figures out exactly what she's become, the
Pioneers—and the world—are in mortal danger. "Questions of
principle, power, and possibility keep this look at our modern,
hardwired existence fresh and fascinating." —Booklist, STARRED
review of The Six "An exciting action-story chock full of characters
you'll love. The Six is full of big ideas, big questions, real science, and
things that will make you think and wonder and lie awake late at night."
—Michael Grant, author of the Gone series on The Six
Cirque Du Freak Createspace Independent Publishing Platform
James Patterson’s BookShots. Short, fast-paced, high-impact
entertainment. We have to go out, but we don’t have to come
back. When a distress call is received at the Casco Cove Coast
Guard Station in Alaska, Rick O’Neill readies his team for a
rescue mission. In the storm-tossed freezing waters they find the
foundering Russian cargo ship, but when they try to make contact
they receive no response. Boarding what appears to be a deserted
vessel, O’Neill begins to realise that nothing on this ship is as it
seems, and he may have just led his team into a trap.
Revolution in the Head Simon and Schuster
Mission: Sabotage. Adam gave up everything for a new chance at life. Now
with a cutting-edge digital mind, he is smarter, faster, better than a normal
teen. Except Adam is anything but invincible. He's indebted to the
government program that gave him this ability-and freedom comes at a
price. Adam and his teammates, the six Pioneers, swore to defend humanity
against Sigma, the most ruthless artificial intelligence program ever designed.
The Pioneers are all that stand between the AI and world domination. But
Sigma has an advantage. It has learned about human weakness, and its new
weapon? Betrayal. In this war between good and evil, the battle lines have
been drawn...but someone is about to switch sides. The Six Series: The Six
(Book 1) The Siege (Book 2) The Silence (Book 3, coming Summer 2017)

Praise for The Six: "Questions of principle, power, and possibility keep this
look at our modern, hardwired existence fresh and fascinating." -Booklist,
STARRED review "Adam is an unusual hero—and he faces a frightening
question: Computers can't kill—CAN they? I'm still shaken by the answer.
Will the near-future really be this terrifying?" -R.L. Stine, bestselling author of
Fear Street
The Void: Alex Hunter 7 Macmillan Higher Education
For fans of Homeland and The Night Manager, the latest thriller in
Stella Rimington's bestselling espionage series sees Liz Carlyle
investigating a sinister Russian plot. A Russian immigrant lies dying in
a hospice in upstate Vermont. When a stranger visits, claiming to be a
childhood friend, the FBI is alerted and news quickly travels to MI5 in
London. Liz Carlyle and her colleague Peggy Kinsolving are already
knee-deep in conspiracies, and as they unravel the events that landed
the man in the hospital, Liz learns of a network of Russians and their
plot to undermine the German government. Liz and Peggy set out to
locate and stop this insidious network, traveling the world from
Montreal to Moscow. The latest expertly plotted thriller in Stella
Rimington's bestselling series, The Moscow Sleepers is a white-knuckle
ride through the dark underbelly of international intelligence,
simmering political animosities, and global espionage.
The Colony HarperCollins UK
Gary Jennings's Aztec is the extraordinary story of the last and
greatest native civilization of North America. Told in the words of
one of the most robust and memorable characters in modern
fiction, Mixtli-Dark Cloud, Aztec reveals the very depths of Aztec
civilization from the peak and feather-banner splendor of the
Aztec Capital of Tenochtitlan to the arrival of Hernán Cortás
and his conquistadores, and their destruction of the Aztec empire.
The story of Mixtli is the story of the Aztecs themselves---a
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compelling, epic tale of heroic dignity and a colossal civilization's
rise and fall. At the Publisher's request, this title is being sold
without Digital Rights Management Software (DRM) applied.
The Sequence Little, Brown
Something has traveled for a billion years to find us - and now it has. In
space, Commander Mitch Granger and his crew are nearing the end of their
scientific mission - along with their covert satellite photography for the
military. As they prepare for reentry, an unknown object emerges from the
void; the name given to deep, dark space. The object proves impossible to
evade. The crew have one option left - to bring the fragment aboard.
Immediately, all contact with the shuttle is lost. NASA watches helplessly as
their craft breaks orbit and heads back to Earth where it crashes high up in
the Revelation Mountains of Alaska. The space agency puts together an
emergency recovery team, but the Russians also want the US military
photographic data onboard. The race is on to be the first to the crash site,
nearly 10,000 feet up in one of the most inhospitable places on Earth. But
there is another problem. Satellite images show that something else came
down in the shuttle, something moving about when no one should be alive.
And that seems to be growing at an alarming rate. NASA needs help, and
protection. Send in the HAWCs. But even HAWC captain Alex Hunter, the
last super-soldier of the Arcadian program, has never come up against a
threat so old, and from so far...
The Orion Plan St. Martin's Press
Rogue agent Ryan Drake faces deep regrets and only the slimmest shot
at redemption... Ryan Drake is incarcerated at a Black Site in an
unknown location. Bruised, naked and freezing on the floor, he has
nothing left. His plot to assassinate the treacherous Marcus Cain - the
Deputy Director of the CIA - failed, and now Drake must face the
consequences. But Cain needs information even more than he wants to
take Drake's life. The whereabouts of the mysterious Anya are
unknown, and so she remains a threat, both to herself, and to Cain's

ruthless ambitions at Langley and beyond. He knows she'll give
everything to get Drake free, but can he know what - or rather who -
she's ready to take? Taking in Paris, Poland, Pakistan and Prague,
Shadow Conflict is perfect for fans of Robert Ludlum, Mark Greaney
or Vince Flynn
Six University of Michigan Press
A World of Sources II is a continuation of Michael Hillyard’s
accumulated insights from reading and documenting information
in hundreds of books, journals, and articles, and then applying
that information as an executive, investor, military leader,
humanitarian, and university president. Sources II spans genres as
diverse as science, politics, history, philosophy, finance,
psychology, fiction, sports, entertainment, and biography. Its
insights offer valuable principles, practices, and approaches to
create a successful life in today’s challenging world.
Trial by Fire: A Ryan Drake Novella John Wiley and Sons
Drug overdose, driven largely by overdose related to the use of opioids,
is now the leading cause of unintentional injury death in the United
States. The ongoing opioid crisis lies at the intersection of two public
health challenges: reducing the burden of suffering from pain and
containing the rising toll of the harms that can arise from the use of
opioid medications. Chronic pain and opioid use disorder both
represent complex human conditions affecting millions of Americans
and causing untold disability and loss of function. In the context of the
growing opioid problem, the U.S. Food and Drug Administration
(FDA) launched an Opioids Action Plan in early 2016. As part of this
plan, the FDA asked the National Academies of Sciences, Engineering,
and Medicine to convene a committee to update the state of the science
on pain research, care, and education and to identify actions the FDA
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and others can take to respond to the opioid epidemic, with a particular
focus on informing FDA's development of a formal method for
incorporating individual and societal considerations into its risk-benefit
framework for opioid approval and monitoring.
The Tipping Point Forge Books
Two boys who are best friends visit an illegal freak show, where
an encounter with a vampire and a deadly spider forces them to
make life-changing choices.
Spiral Createspace Independent Pub
Always reflective of the latest research and thinking in the field, Patricia
Miller’s acclaimed text offers an ideal way to help students
understand and distinguish the major theoretical schools of child
development. This fully updated new edition includes a new focus on
biological theories of development, and offers new instructor resource
materials.
Saint Joan of New York Penguin
Final TheorySimon and Schuster
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